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1. INTRODUCTION

Heterojunetions between diatomic semiconductors are

subject of extensive research perhaps due to the fact that

heterojunctions like GaP-GaAs 1 > ' 2 ) , CdS-CdSe ^•*' and

GaAe-ZnSe 5^ are of growing interest in solid state electronics.

This had led to a number of theoretical studies, by various

methods, of abrupt aemiconductor heterojunctions OJ~ai, AS

regards the theory of interfaces between two diatomic semi-

conductors, an attempt is made to approach this problem by

using self-consistent paeudopotential calculations (see e.g.

Ref.7). Although such calculations are of common usage now,

some results they arrive at remain often "not yet well under-

stood" . In this situation the development of rigorously

treated one-dimensional models ia a must °'. Let us mention

that the treatment of one-dimensional models of semiconductor

heterojunctions by the O -matrix method 10' was recently

succesfully applied to more complicated (and more realistic)

cases of deformed heterojunctions 1 1 ' ~ 1 3 ) #

It is the purpose of the present paper to develop the

matrix approach to the theory of interface states in a class

of heteroJunctions between diatomic semiconductors. Attention

is paid to the influence of the interface spacing and its

changes on the condition for the existence of interface states.

2. THE YODEL AND THE RELEVANT WAVE FUNCTIONS

Let us consider a system of two epitaxially joined

semi-infinite one-dimensional crystals. As usually 1"),14)

the contact between the two crystals is characterised by

a potential step ~lv0 at the interface. As a matter of fact

we shall deal with the general case of deformed Interface

spacing (figure 1a), the particular case Ad = Ao = 0

(figure 1b) being of Interest aB an example of undeformed

ideal heterojunction. The potential energy of the electron on

the right and on the left of the interface is given by
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(E X *£ iUit
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K>0 (i)

and

respectively, \E-pdbJ* being measured from — <

The general solution of the SchrBdinger equation in

the right-hand crystal ie

(3)

J" (x)where j^W and J" (x) are the two linearly independent Bloch

waves moving to the right and to the left, respectively, and

the constant ai^ (resp. Ji> ) is related to the amplitude of

the incoming (resp. outgoing) wave - compare Refs.15 and 16.

Straightforward calculations yield

cos ZOM -

sink(x+Za. + AX)- ^si

(4)

where f̂ /*1 is the crystal momentum of the eleotron and

K s.ZmE/A . Substituting equation (4) and its complex

conjugated expression in equation (3) leads to
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(5)

yfoK(x+Za,1ia)-& sin*

ZOK
2X

with

and y. , %„ are connected by the relation

(6)

U _
-toy*.

(7)

Analogically, for the wave function in the left-hand

crystal we obtain

[

(8)

a,

where ftV is the crystal momentum of the electron in

the left-hand crystal,
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<9>

(11)

and Cv, (resp.j3j ) corresponds to the amplitude of

the incoming (reap, outgoing) wave.

The expression (5) for ijf^X) holds in the region

0-C X <£ CL-AOU and, analogically, the expression (8)

for }St(n) holds for -$t^i< X^- 0 . Now we are in
a position to construct the relevant b - and ^.-matrices,

characterising the interface aa a scatterer, thus arriving

at the X. -matrix formulation of the condition for

the existence of interface states.

3. K, -MATRIX OF THE HETEROJUBCTION AHD THE CONDITION FOR

THE EXISTENCE OP INTERFACE STATES

As it is well known the condition for the existence of

interface states is given by the requirement for aingularity

of the relevant JQ -matrix characterising the heterojunction

together with the restriction the levels so obtained to lie

in common energy gap (see e.g. Refs.10 and 13).

It is convenient to introduce the relevant A L -matrix

of the heterojunction

<h
(12)
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Since

1
(13)

Othe requirement for singularity of O implies r£ - (/ ,

while the second requirement leads to

(14)

=v£+i2, ZX>,

Here 71^ and fig enumerate the energy gape of the two

crystals.

The matrix elements of the TC -matrix of the hetero-

junction are obtained from the boundary condition at

the interface

(15)

Then the requirement t-o leads to

ui
(16)

-liee

What remains to be done is to substitute in the above

condition JA* and V from the Kronig-Penney relations for

diatomic crystals

£cui = (eos OX ^ 4 ' Sin AK)

(17)

taking into account that JJ, and ^ belong to the relevant

gaps, i.e. equations (14) hold.

Introducing the new variables

X = a,K et = Ad/a- -~ct VLii>t

where TT^ , nig £ (&> i) , after some cumbersome calculations,

equation (16) may be presented as

The functions W+ have the form

(19a)

(19b)

(20)

where
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and I-1 > £ = X , jsC > z= ov , respectively.

The expression JV+ holds for even energy gape ( 7L even),

and \fi/_ holds for odd energy gaps (71. odd).

The presence of deformations in the interface spacing

has as its result, that for such heterojunctions there is no

parity-check selection rule at all (compare Bef.13 for

the analogical situation of heterojunctions between monatomic

semiconductors).

It is worth noting, that even for the case of an ideal

undeformed heterojunction (figure 1b), interface states may

appear in a common gap obtained from two odd gaps. A straight-

forward generalization of Aerts' parity-check selection rule

for heterojunctions between monatomic semiconductors ,

which cancels the appearance of interface states in a common

gap obtained from two energy gaps of the same parity, remains

valid only for the case of contact between two even energy

gaps.

More specifically, for equations (19) to hold it is

necessary the functions \y+ defined by (20), which for

the case of undeformed interface spacing reduce to

(21)

to have opposite signs for the two crystals in contact. If
is even, then §ii>0 » and Cffiti^O • Since we are

dJ
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interested in such values of 2 which correspond to

a forbidden energy band, we arrive at the additional

inequality Sri > ^t/S^j . Thus the function W+ is always

positive for an even energy gap. For 71; odd cotg.^>0 and

ithereither

A . < L 0 (22a)

or

(22b)

In the case (22a) the denominator in (21)

1 rJ
is always negative, and consequently

(22b) \jj ̂ - 0 depending on
. In the case

(z +<h)
The asaymptotic behaviour of W+ when i—*3l is of

certain interest. For the case of an ideal undeformed

heterojunction

d
(23)

while for a deformed heteroJunction

t-
(24)

Evidently in the undeformed caee the expression (23) is

invariant under the substitution ?f» j~~* jta , while for

the deformed case the expression for \(/+ does not depend

on f^f\ at all.
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4. BUMERICA1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is convinient to formulate the condition for the

existence of interface states in terms of quantities which

naturally characterise the heterojunction under consideration,

e.g. the ratio of the lattice constants S = &/<X> and

the interface potential step -&Vg . On account of (18),

equation (9) takes the form

tf-S-Zf (25)

X/t'where %*"- -Q?ine Vo/% . Then, from (19a) and (19b) and

making use of (25) we can obtain the 0 - V"4 relation for

any fixed value of X . By this way we obtain the manyfold of

heterojunctions in which an interface atate with this X ,

that is with this energy, exists. In other words, if an

interface state with given energy does exist in a particular

heterojunction characterised with the pair ( & , ¥*), then

the point ( £, Y* ) must lie on the £> - yz curve for this

value of X and the relevant nu C i-- i,Z ) \- *-,& )•

Obviously, V* can take positive as well ae negative values

depending on the sign of the internal contact potential

difference. .

Figure 2 shows the relevant &")) relations for two

heterojunctions, A3 ~C3 and A3 - -3C , for X = 0.9.
Figure 3 shows the same for another value of X , namely

X = 2.9. Prom a physical point of view the interval

0.5 -£ 8 JL 2 is of a particular interest. Generally speaking,

the shape of the 0 - Y curves is analogical to those

characterising heterojunction between two monatomic semi-

conductors (compare Ref.13).

Aa regards the curves corresponding to the undeformed

heterojunctions, the influence of the nature of the end atoms

at the interface is especially clear from figures 2a and 2b.

It appears that, by this particular choice of the two crystal

potentials in epitaxial contact, an interface state with

a value of X from the first energy gap on the right-hand

- 10 -

crystal can exist in the common gap of the nO~C<& hetero-

junction if and only if this gap is obtained from the first

gaps of the two crystals. For the heterojunction Afy-J&C

an Interface state with the same X may exist only if

the common gap is obtained from the first energy gap of

the right-hand crystal and the second energy gap of the left-

hand crystal. As regards the situation in figures 3a and 3b,

an interface state with a value of X from the second energy

gap of the right-hand crystal may exist if to the common gap

belong this gap and the first energy gap of the left-hand

crystal. This remains valide for TTQ-COO heteroj.unction and

for J7$"*«yO heterojunction as well. The appearance of

interface states in a common gap obtained from two even energy

gaps is forbidden for indeformed heterojunction (see §3).

Figures 2 and 3 ahow the change in the Q - YZ curves

due to deformations. Even small and symmetrical deformations

may lead to significant deviations from the undeformed case.

The D~y curves for an n% ' C3) heterojunction,

computed for a value of X near the top of the second energy

gap of the right-hand crystal is shown in figure 4. For

the relevant n D ' w U heterojunction the corresponding

curves remain almost the same, in agreement with equations

(23) and (24).

Having in mind heterojunctions like GaP-GaAs and CdS-CdSe,

let us especially consider the particular ease of an nft)-$G

heterojunction. Kore specifically we have to consider the two

subcases nO'nO and Au"C/T depending on the end atomic

planes at the interface. As far as atoms of one type are

characterised by one and the same strength of the O -function

potential, we obtain /f^ for fixed values of TT^ , fl-t and

TT̂  through ^u/B- dn/O' f o r t h e ^S>'^C heterojunction,

and through ^ /£ _ ̂  to for the AS -CA heterojunction,

respectively. Tables 1 and 2 visualize the dependence between

the characteristic parameters $ » Y and X for the above

two heterojunctions. The influence of the deformation is also

clearly seen.
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Table 1. Relation between characteristic parameters for

-AC heterojunction ( Ait = 0.125, A2t = 0.750,

- 0.950, ^ = 4 3 )
Case I : common gap obtained from gape with the same

parity (equation (19b))

Case II: common gap obtained from gape with

opposite parity (equation (19a))

X

0.9

1.4

2.9

3.14

B

0.9
1.0
1.1
1.5

0.9
1.0
1.1
1.5

0.9
1.0
1.1
1.5

0.9
1.0
1,1
1.5

r
st* % = 0

1 11

-0.55
-0.30
-0.12
0.22

0.76
0.82
0.86
0.93

3.76
3.90
3.98
4.13

4.84
4.85
4.87
4.90

^ . = 0 . 1 , ^ = 0 . 5

I II

-5.60
-4.44
-3.59

-0.05 -1.69

-0.25 -4.48
0.05 -3.35
0.27 -2.53
0.69 -0.78

-1.75
-0.59
0.26 3.30
2.15 3.77

0.15 4.18
1.09 4.37
1.77 4.49

4.74
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Table 2. Relation between characteristic parameters for

heterojunction ( AfZ = 0.750, A2t = 0.125,4 44 4
Case I : common gap obtained from gapa with the same

parity (equation (19b))

Caee II: common gap obtained from gaps with

opposite parity (equation (19a))

X

0.9

1.4

2.9

3.14

B

0.9
1.0
1.1
1.5

0.9
1.0
1.1
1.5

0.9
1.0
i.i

1.5

0.9
1.0
1.1
1.5

r
£t= Be » 0

1 11

-5.21
-4.19
-3.42
-1.70

-3.79
-2.87
-2.20
-0.72

3.49
3.70
3.84
4.09

4.84
4.85
4.87
4.90

£ f c-0.1, 4=O*5

I II

0.10
0.15
0.19
0.29

-

-1.85
-0.69
0.16
2.05

0.15 4.18
1.09 4.37
1.77 4.49

4.74
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CAPTIONS FOR THE FIGURES

Figure 1. One-dimensional model of heterojunction between two
diatomic semiconductors with lattice conatante 2/CL
and Zi , respectively. Un (L=i,Z ) j - t, t )
characterise the strength of the corresponding
d -potential.

(a) heterojunction with deformations ^^and.

(b) undeformed heterojunction

- j relations for A = 0.9
B% = &g = 0

£„= 0.1 , £„= 0.5

0 .

(a) heterojunction At>~CS>
( f̂c = -4^=0.125, ^ = 0 . 7 5 0 ,

(b) hetero junction A^2)0
( A1t - 0.750, 0.125.

\it - 0.950)

0.950)

Figure 3. D -Y relations for ̂  = 2.9

0.1 , tg = 0.5St
(a) heterojunction
(b) heterojunction

Figure 4. C>~J relations for heterojunction n3~CJy
for X = 3.14

0.1 tg = 0.5
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